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In [IO] we investigated finite groups G containing an involution z such that 
a(z)) is a direct product of an extraspecial and an elementary abelian 
2-group. Under certain assumptions the structure of C,(z) was determined. 
One of the most essential assumptions was aG CI Q Q Z(Q). In this paper we shall 
treat the case zG CT Q = {z>. ‘I’hc main result reads as follows. 
THEOREM A. Let G be a jinite group and z an involution ilz 6. Let Q be mrma% 
in H = C,(z). Assume Q = F x E, F extraspecial with z E F and E an elementary 
Abelian 2-group. Assume fuurtlaer C&Q/Z(Q)) = Q and Q = Km lf 
zG n Q = (x> and all 2-local subgroups of G aye 2-constrained one of ~h~.fo~~Q~i~~ 
is true: 
(ii) (zG>~(O(zc)) is isomo@zic to U,(2),&(3), L,(3), Ml,, 0Y Cz . 
Now we have the following corollary. 
COROLLARY. Let G be a finite simple group of characteristic %-ty$e containiq 
an imolution x such that Q = Oz(Cc(z)) = F*(C,(z)) is an direct paeoduct oj a~ 
extraspecial and a nontrivial elementary Abelian gmup. Assume $a&er z E PI3 
(QN = Q Then zG n Q f I%>- 
It seems probable that in the near future investigations in finite simple groups 
wi!l be reduced to investigations in finite simple groups of characteristic 2-type. 
‘Thus the assumption of the corollary is very weak. In cIassification problems by 
the centralizer of an involution it is unusual to make such an assumption Thus 
it is convenient to have a more applicable theorem. 
THEOREM B. Let G be ajkite group and z a’~ involution in G. Let Q be n.ormaC 
iB N - @&(z>, Q = E x F, F extraspecial with z EF md E an elementary 
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Abelian 2-group. Assume C,(Q/Z(Q)) = Q and 0(&(X)) = 1 for all Xsuch that 
[Z(Q) : X 1 < 2. If zG n C&(Q)) = {x} then x EZ(G). 
It is easier to prove 0(&(X)) = 1 th an to prove that G is of characteristic 
2-type. Assume that 0(&(X)) f 1 for some X. Then the action of 
Q yields that Q(C,(X)) has to b e very large. Assume now that there is an 
a E NC(X), a N x in G, and a # z. Then we get 1 O(C,(X)) j < (1 H ]a,)“. Thus 
OjC,(X)) has to be small. From this we often get a contradiction. Assume now 
that H has the property that every involution is conjugated to an involution in 
NH(X). Then we have O(C,(X)) = 1 for all X such that 1 Z(Q): X 1 < 2. As an 
example we treat the centralizer of an involution in 6, . 
All notations are standard and follow [lo]. 
Several of the arguments used in the proof of Theorem A are generalizations 
of the arguments in [2], where the same problem was solved in the case Q extra- 
special. 
1. PRELIMINARY LEMMAS 
(1.1) LEMMA. Let A be an elementary Abelian p-group acting on a p’-group X. 
Then 
X=(G(~)/IA:~I GP). 
(1.2) LEMMA [8]. Let G be a finite group all of whose 2-local subgroups me 
2-constrained. If S’%?Jr/-(2) is nonempty, then O(C,(x)) < O(G) for all involutions 
x in G. 
(1.3) LEMMA [4]. Let G be a finite group with F*(G) a p-group. Then 
F*(C,( U)) is a p-group for allp-groups U < G. 
(1.4) LEMMA. Let Y be an extraspecial 2-group of width n acting on an ele- 
mentary Abelian p-group X, p odd, such that [Z(Y), X] = X. Then 1 X / > pzn. 
Proof. For n = 1 there is nothing to prove. Assume n > 2. Let x be an 
involution in Y - Z(Y). Then (x, Z(Y)) acts on X. Further all elements in 
xZ( Y) are conjugated. By the aid of the fixpoint-formula we get 1 X 1 = I C,(x)j2. 
Let 2 be an extraspecial subgroup of C,(x) of width n - 1. Then 2 acts on 
C,(x). By induction we have 1 C,(x)! 3 pz”-‘, Thus j X 1 3 p2%. 
(1.5) LEMMA. Let G be a finite group containing an involution z such that 
Q = Q,(C,(x)) is a direct product of an extraspecial group and an elementary 
Abelian group. Assume further z EQ’, C,,,,,(Q/Z(Q)) = Q and zG n Q -CZ(Q). 
If C,(z) acts transitiuely on :Z(Q)/Z(CG(X)))#, then .zG n Q = {xl. 
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Assume ZG n Q f (2). Choose y E .zzG f~ 
Jy)) < CG(x). Hence it follows that x 
2,CG( y))) n Q, R, = Z(Q) n R, and assume 
.zERz. Assume z $%(61,(y)). We have [Z(@, 
~(~~(y)) < RR, . Now Cc(y) acts transitively on 
Thus there is an element t E C,(y) with 9 E RI - 
contradiction 9 E 0 - Z(Q). So we have .LT EZ( 
Thus we have 
= I. This yields 
we Z(Q) = %(~~(CG(y))). This yields Q = 
G(y)). But now we have the con 
2. PROOF 0F 233~0~033 B 
Let G be a counterexample. 
(2.1) LEMMA. We hme O(G) = 1 and G(e)) = 1 for al! e 5 
Proof. Let X be a subgroup of Z(Q). Then 
r\ow (1.1) yields 
Let e be in Z(Q). Assume 1 Z(Q) : X j and e E X. Then (c,d;i17/ G 
(C,(X)j = 1. Assume now X<e) = (@,b)d;B3 = 
GHcJd,(~~QN G qx~(Q))) = 1. h Tow the assertion follows from (1.1). 
(2.2) LEMMA. FQT g E G - N&(Q)) we have 
Pmof. Assume Z(Q) n Z(Q)” f Z(G) for so 
(Q), Z(Qy) < Cc(e). 
Q) -with IZ(Q):Xj <2. As IC 
ence Z(Q) ye C,(e). The same ar 
t00. 
9. Then Q n Z(Q)” <Z(Q) as 
(Q)” < Z(Q). This yields Z(Q)” 
Q)“. This yields z = zg and so g E 
of. Aka,ume [Z(Q),Z(Q)“] <Z(G) for some g E Go Then ZQ E zG .T 
,O)> = (z>. This yields g E N&(Q)). 
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Proof. We have U = Z( WN) < Z(Q). Since zG n Z(Q) = (z} we get 
p E C,(x). Now p acts on Q, (Q n N)/(Z(Q) n N) and Co(Q n N)/Z(Q). We have 
[Q, PI d ZCQXQ nNJ- Hence [Q, p] < Co(Q n N). Since Q/Z(Q) is an ortho- 
gonal module we get [Q n N, p] ,< Z(Q). But then we have [Q, p] = [Q, p, p] < 
Z(Q). This yields p = 1. 
Now we are able to prove the theorem. From (2.2) and (2.3) it follows that we 
are in a position to apply [12] to G/Z(G). Set G* = ((Z(Q)/Z(G))g j g E G). Then 
there is an elementary abelian subgroup N* of G* such that G*/N* = 
Z*(G*/N*) or G*/N* is a covering group of L,(p), 8x(q), U,(q), q = 2”,. 
&,A,, A,,A,, J4,, J&, , or JG4. 
Set N = N*(mod Z(G)). As G is a counterexample, application of [7] yields 
(~9 Z(G)) f Z(Q). S ince all involutions in Z(Q)N/N are conjugated in G*/N* 
we get N 5 Z(G). Set N1 = C,(x). Let Ns be a subgroup of N with 1 N, : N1 1 = 
2 such that [Z(Q), NJ < Nr . Then there is an n EN, - N, with Z(Q)” f 
Z(Q). By (2.2) we get Z(Q) n Z(Q)” = Z(G). But Z(Q) is normal in N,Z(Q). Thus 
[Z(Q), Z(Q)"1 G z(Q) nZ(Q)" = Z(G)- This contradicts (2.3). We have proved 
[N, x] = 1. Now we have [N, Q] < Q n N. If N n Q < Z(Q) then N < Z(Q). 
But then we have the contradiction N = Z(G). Hence N n Q 4 Z(Q). Now 
x EN as N n Q 4 Q. Further we know that QN/N centralizes Z(Q)N/N, 
Assume at first G*/N* 5 Z*(G*/N*). 
We have Z(Q)N/N = ~~2C,,(,,,,(,)),,(Z(Q)N/N)). Thus we obtain Q n 
G*(modZ(G)) < Z(Q)(Q n N). Further we have that N,,(,,dz(,~,(Z(Q)N) acts 
on Z(Z(Q)N) n zG ,< C(Z(Q)) n zG = lx>. This yields NG*(,,,z(,))(Z(Q)N) <
C,(z). Thus there is an element p f 1 of odd order such that QN/N = 
C,(p)Z(Q)N/N. Let W be a supplement of Z(Q) in Q such that WN/N = 
Co(p)N/N. Then we have [W, p] < N. Since we have z $Z(G) we get (Q n N)’ = 
1. But now (2.4) yields a contradiction. 
Assume now G*/N* = Z*(G*/N*). We have O(G*/N*) # 1. Let p be an 
element of odd order in G*(modZ(G)) centralizing a hyperplane X of QN/N. 
Set Y = X(mod N). As C(Q/Z(Q)) = Q we have Z(Y) < C,(Z(Q)). Thus 
,sG n Z(Y) = (,z>. But then we have p E C,(Z(Q)). Thus zG n Z(Y) = (z>. But 
then we have p E C,(z) which yields [Q, p] < N. Now (2.4) yields p = 1. 
But this contradicts (1.1) and O(G*/N*) 5 1. This final contradiction com- 
pletes the proof of the theorem. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM A 
Assume the theorem to be false. Let G be a minimal counterexample. Then 
O(G) = 1. 
(3.1) LEMMA. 0(&(x)) = 1 for all involutions x E G. 
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Pmof. Assume to be false. Then (1.2), [2, (4.6)] and [9] yield that Q is a 
direct product of an elementary Abelian group of order at most two with a 
quaternion or a dihedral group of order eigbt. Application of [7] yields that Q 
can not be a Sylow &subgroup of H. As Q = F*(C,( 
and H/Q E ,&. Assume / Z(Q)\ = 4. Let y be an involution in H - Q, y N z 
Assume further [ y, Z(Q)] f 1. Then C&(y) .Z4 X 2, with (z> = 
(y)). But this is a contradiction. Thus Z(Q) = H). Le% p be of order 
three in H. Set W = [Q, p]. Then all involutions in ( W, y) are conjugated to z 
in 6. Let ‘; be an involution in Z(Q) - (z). The G n ( w, y) = w. Now 
[I 1, (5.38)] yields that (xc) is a simple group U wit (x) z G&(3). Applica- 
tion of [6] yields (xc) z L,(3) or MI, . This is a contradiction. 
(3.2) LEMMA. Letg be in G - H. ThenZ(Q2) n 
Fkmpf. Let x be in (Z(Q) C, Z(Q)“) -Z(G). As [Q, x] = 1 we 
F*(C,,~,,(Z(Q))). Now (3.1) and (1.3) yield that all 2-local subgroups 
are 2-constrained. Hence CG(x) = Cc,(.&z). i!ar argument yields 
we get [Q, Z(Q)“] < Z(Q)” n Q. 
Q)“] < Z(Q). But then Z(Q)” = 
(3.3) LEMMA. Let g be in G - H. Then Q n Z(Q)" = 
Boof. Let x be inZ(Q)9 nQ, xajZ(G). By (3.2) we have IQ : 
er we have C,(x) < C,(zg). Hence [zg, Co(x)] = 1. Now 
Q), xg]; < 2. Now the structure of the orthogonal group yiel 
(Q). This is a contradiction. 
(3.4) %ES~MA. We hme W(F) 3 2. 
PYQOf cording to (3.2) C,(X) < H for all 
and X < G). Assume Z(Q) # (z,Z(G)). As 
(C,(X)) = 1 for all such X. Now Theorem B yields that 
2-subgroup of C&Z(Q)). If Z(Q) = (z,Z(G)) tken [7] yields that Q is not a 
Sylow 2-subgroup of C,(Z(Q)). 
Assume now w(F) = 1. As Q = ~*(CG(Z(~))) we have Fe 
C,(Z(Q)) and H/Q g .& . Let x E H - Q, x N x in 6. T 
)~ Let The a subgroup of&(x) with j T : C,(x)i = 2. 
en / Z(Q) : Z(Q) nZ(Q)” 1 < 2. Now (3.2) yields 
P: = G/~(~). Then C,(zZ(G)) = G&(3). Application of [da] yields U g MI1 
or L,(3). This is a contradiction. 
There is an elementy E G with ZY E C,( )) -Q,yZEHn E-i” 
(G)andR =QnHvgZ(Q)nkP. 
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Proof. As x2(G) is weakly closed in Q/Z(G), [2] yields Z(Q) # (Z(G), z). 
Now (3.2) yields C,(X) < H for all X such that j Z(Q) : X / < 2. By Theorem 
B there is an involution .z+ in C,(Z(Q)) - Q. Let R be a Sylow 2-subgroup of 
Cx(zg), T a subgroup of CG(zQ) with 1 T : R 1 = 2, and y E T - R. Then 
Z(Q) n Z(Q)” = Z(G). A ssume Co(x”) = Z(Q). Then (3.2) yields Co(t) < Z(Q) 
for all t EZ(Q)~ -Z(G). H ence all involutions in Z(Q>“Q/Q induce transvections 
on Q/Z(Q). The structure of the orthogonal group [3, Sections 7, 81 yields 
1 Z(Q”)Q/Q j = 2. But thenZ(Q) = (x, Z(G)). This is a contradiction. 
(3.6) LEMMA. There is an element g E G - H zuith Q n QQ # Z(G). 
Proof. According to (3.5) h c oose an element y. Assume Q = Q/Z(G) to be 
a U-group in G = G/Z(G). Then 1 # P. Set 8 = QP. By [l, Theorem 2] -- 
N,(P) g P. So we have E = No(P). Let w be the weak closure of P in QP 
with respect to Q. As w(F) > 2 by (3.4), [I, Theorem 31 yields m = a x H or 
l~l=I~l3,Z(tti)=wI=~(~)~P=m,(P), jQ:QniTl=2. 
Assume first W = a x i? Then [l, (4.5)] yields G,(w) n p = i&(R) ,< 
WA@>> = Z(Q). BY !A Th eorem 31 R is abelian and elementary abelian if 
1 Q : Q n w 1 > 2. By (3.5) R <Z(Q). Hence I Q : Q n w / = 2. But then 
we get the contradiction w(F) = 1. 
So assume the latter. Then j wn Q I = / R j2. Further R = l&(R) < 
Z( r n Q). This yields / WZ(Q)/Z(Q)z> = 2. So we have I[@‘, Q/Z(Q)]/ < 4 and 
1 Co(xY)/Z(Q)\ = 2. By (3.2) C,(t) < C,(P) for all t EZ(Q)Y - Z(G). It follows 
that all involutions in Z(Q>“Q/Q are of type 6, or ca on Q/Z(Q) in the sense of [3]. 
Then lZ(Q)vQ/Q I< 8. S o we have 1 Z(Q)] < 8. As .zy E C,(Z(Q)) we have 
Z(Q) < R. So we have j z I < 16 and so w(F) < 3. But now it is easy to verify 
thatZ(Q>“Q/Q has to be of order 4. But then / Q/Z(Q)/ = 25. This is a contradic- 
tion. 
Now we are able to prove the theorem. According to (3.6) choose g E G - H 
and u E (Q n QQ) - Z(G). Assume C,(U) < HQ. Then zQ E Co(Co(z~)) n zG C 
Q n .zG = (~1. Hence C,(U) 4 HQ. The same argument yields C,(u) 6 H. 
Let N be minimal with N $ H and Co(u) < N < Co(u). Let R be a Sylow 
2-subgroup of Cn(zl). ThenZ(R) = (2, u, R,), with R, < Z(Q). As zG n Z(R) = 
{z> we get R E P$J..(C,(u)). As C,(U) is 2-constrained, x EZ(O,(N)). Set W = 
<a?) and K = C,(W). We have K < H. If U is maximal in N and Co(u) < U, 
we get U < H. From this it follows that N n N is the unique maximal subgroup -- 
of N containing Co(u). Set JV = N/K. As z E K, C,(U) is elementary Abelian. -- ___ -- - - 
If 1 f Co(u) n C,(U)” then C,(U)” < C,(C,(u) n Ca(u)n) < R n m, so by -- 
uniqueness of R n N, i-f n N = (R n JV)n and n E fT n .N. Hence C,(U) is a 
T1-set in m. As O,(m) = 1, Co(a) is strongly closed in m (e.g., [12, (2.14)]). 
Hence by [l, (3.3)], fir n m is strongly embedded in E. Therefore by [5] and the -- 
uniqueness of i? n N, N s L,(2”), Sz(2*), or Da, , for some odd prime p. 
Assume first m * Dzr, . Assume further Z(Q) # 1. Choose a EZ(Q) - K, 
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Then [a, w] <Z(Q) n W. Ch oose p E W acting transitively on 
P - E R n lV* Hence Co(u> = z(Q). We get [Co(u), JV] < 
[IV, Q] < Z(Q), a contradiction. So we haveZ(Q) < R. 
Let z #t =z”E@‘, XEN. Then [&Co(u)] < Wr? 
such that p acts transitively on Co(u)“. Choose X with ,6” 
w(p). As C-(t) = 1, j PnN) / =2”, or 2”” if E g-g S&P), 
/ = 1 + 2”, 1 + 22n respectively. 
ASSUKI~ fl G SX(~~). AS [Co(u), W n Q] < 
2”f1. Now as p acts on [t, C&(U)] and n > 3, 
an element a F ft, Co(u)]” A Q, a # 1. Then x 
This is a contradiction. We hav 
(u)]” we have y(Q II W) n zN # @. C 
(Q n W). Then 3’ N t in PJfl(Ca(~)) as 
zN - {,z}. Now we have T(Q n W) - t(Q n W) i 
xN / = 2”, zN C ([t, Co(~>]z, t, Q n Wj. SO -- 
Choose 8 E C,(U) #. Then I[ W, ~11 < YP+. As B inverts an element of prime 
order p where p divides 24” - 1 but not 2< - 1 for i < 4n, /[W, Fuji 2 P. 
now we have the contradiction n < 2. 
Assume now fl s Ls(2”). Then W = (WA Q, t>. Choose B E @t Then 
2; inverts an element of prime order p where p divides 29 - I but ~zot 2J - B 
for i < 212, or 292 = 6. Now we get 2% = 6 or 2” < j[W, 511 
Assume fl g L,(g). Then B inverts an element cf order 7. 
sible. - 
g L,(4). Then / Q : Co(t)] < 8. 
(Q)” n C,(t) <Z(G) by (3.3). Set 
(Qa)/Z(G) has to be a 
act as involutions of type a2 on Qz 
be an element in Co(,) with (u, w 
(G)). As I Z(Q) : Z(Gjl < 8, b, 
(G)j 2 4, there is an element t, 
6) acts as a subgroup of 0+(4, 2). But there exists no subgroup of 
, 2) containing only involutions of type as . 
Assume [t, w] # 1. Then [tl zci] E x 
But AZ(G) is conjugated lo an element of 
in N. This contradicts zG n Q = ix). So we 
theE [2] yields a contradiction. 
There is only the case m s Baa?, left. Let b be in 
{Q) n W. Hence [Co(u), W] < Z(Q) n W. The sfr 
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orthogonal group yields [Q, w] < Z(Q). This contradicts W 4 Q. So we have 
Z(Q) < K. Let t be in W - (z}, t - x in N. Then t E C,(Z(Q)). Further 
I Q : C&l < 4. A s above we get Z(p)/Z(G) < 0+(4,2), where .z= = t. 
Further we get that all involutions of %(p)/Z(G) act as involutions of type as 
on Q/Z(Q). This yields Z(Q) = (z, Z(G)). But this contradicts [2]. 
This final contradiction completes the proof of Theorem A. 
4. EXAMPLE 
In this section we consider a centralizer of type (iv) in [lo]. So we assume: 
Q=ExF,FsDD, * D, * D, , E elementary abelian, C,(,z)/Q E A, . We have 
Z(Q) = Z(C,(x)) 0 V, Vthe natural G&(2)- module. For this type of centralizer 
we shall apply Theorem B. 
(4.1) EXAMPLE. Let G be a finite group containing an involution 2 such that 
C,(z) = H is as described above. If x g%*(G), then zP n Q g Z(Q). 
Proof. According to (1.5) we have only to prove that .zG n Q # {x}. Assume 
the contrary. Lety be in Co(x) - Q, x - y in G. If such an involution does not 
exist, [7] yields x E%*(G). Let X be a hyperplane in Z(Q). Then V _C X or 
X n Y is a hyperplane in V. IIence NH(X) contains a Sylow 2-subgroup of H. 
Assume now 0(&(X)) f 1 f or some hyperplane X of Z(Q). Then we may 
assume y E PIG(X). Let x be an involution in Q - Z(Q) such that y - yx in 
NG(X). As C,(Q/Z(Q)) = Q, we have 
(9 CO(C,WM = 1. 
As (x, z) acts on O{&(X)) an d x N zx in Nc(X), the fixpoint-formula and (i) 
yield 
(ii) I WXX))I = I C0k2,d4?~ 
Let p E z-(0(&(X))). Then (1.4) yields p4 / I 0(&(X)) : Co(c,(x))(x) j. Now 
<x, y> acts on O(G(X)). This yields I W4x))I I CO(C,W(<~~ y))12 = 
I COk,d4 I I cok,ww12~ s ince x -y we have I Co(c,(x~)(y)I 1 32 . 5 . 5. 
Now there is only one possibility left 
(iii) IW~(x))l = 3’ and I CO~~X))(Y)I = 32. 
Let P be a Sylow 3-subgroup of Co(z). Then C,(P) = PC,(P). From 
Co(P)’ = (2) we get C,(P) E Yy82(CG(P)). 
From (iii) it follows that PI = Co(c,(x))(y) has to be a Sylow 3-subgroup of 
C,(y). Now PI is conjugated to P in G. But I X(y)1 > I Co(P)/. This contra- 
diction yields 0(&(X)) = 1 for all X such that I Z(Q) : X 1 < 2. Now applica- 
tion of Theorem I3 completes the proof. 
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‘I%IB we may assume there is no such x in 9. Then y ,- yx in 
fixpoint formula yields / O(C,(X))I = 1 C~(c,(x))(y)/2. As j 
di s 32 . 5 . 7, application of (1.4) yields a contradiction. 
h similar arguments we can show zG n C&(Q)) # (x} for ail centralizers 
listed in [IO]. 
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